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ABSTRACT. In t.h(‘ wtikf* o f  oiir spill i io larization clovclo» o(l for thi* iiulirtH-t
intorartion in some* inn^notic systorns, c(*rtuin nddit ioual su|wn'oxchaup(' oftoris 
iuvo lv inu  om j)ty  orbitals ai*^ ‘ ( 'xploriMl. Analysis  o f  th*^  usual ‘ throo-ronH**' and fou r -o lec tro ir  
systorn ro zeals that th»‘ dnlocdiazation o f  t w o  fdootrons, on e  ea ch  from  tlio tw o  m ag net ic  ions, 
to  the lowest available^ e m p t y  orb it 'd  fo r  the unit, a lways stabilizes ib e  singlet .date. This 
type  o f  pi'rtuj batrn> thns l(‘a(h’ to  antifcniom agiKdie supc'revebange effect.
A n  estimate o f  tl e relevant inU*j'.n*tlot t e n  \ shows that t he e ifect is qu ite  Hp]>n‘cud)le 
and stnnicrl.hens the form er m erlm nism , wliich  als( ojh',rates th rou gh  tie* <iG('ncy o f  such enqity  
orbiUds, 'Phe imjiortancf^ o f  thi'si* tw o  rneehnn sms. in n dat ion  to  those em anating  from  
singly o c cu p ied  orbitiils for fun dain eola l lv  ant iferro -m agnetic  c o m p o u n d s  i.s stressed.
T N T H 0  1) U C T T () N
All imlimd (exchange interaction mechanism involving empty hx^alized 
crvHtal orbitals was recently proposed by us (Koidc, Sinha and Tanabe. 1959; 
hereafter referred to as I) which (xmiriimtes significantly towards the sjiin coupling 
in magnetic compounds where the paramagnetic ions are otherwise separated by 
the intervening diamagnetic ions. Aecording to this mechanism, the s])in (xnipling 
between the paramagnetic ions is ac^hieved via those yierturbations whicli entail 
a spin dependent transition of one of the intervening ion electrons to the lowest 
available empty orbitals for the appropriate unit in the crystal. This treatment 
developed originally for magnetic eompouiids having rock salt or perovskite 
type structure (I), has been extended to those having zine blende (Sinha and 
Koide, I960) and spinel (Sinha, 1961) type structures.
In the present paper, certain additional superexchange effects invoking 
the interplay of the empty orbitals are envisaged. In this scheme the main 
interactionterm arises due to two electron transitions to the lowest excited orbital, 
one each from the twx) paramagnetic ions. It may, however, be remarked that 
w^ c do not here consider the suporexchangc effects which involve transitions to 
singly occupied orbitals. Such mechanisms have been discussed by others (Ander­
son, 1950, 1959; Keffer and Oguchi, 1959; Nesbet, 1958 and 1960), The moti-
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vatioii behind our present series of papers is to assess tlie various types of 
exchange interactions arising through the role of empty excited orbitals liitherto 
not considered for the niagneti<; systems of interest.
r O J <  M U L , V I 1 (> N () K T ME I Jv; 'r E K  A (' 'f I O X A1 E ( M I A N  I S \F
As in I, we cojisider a system ot t wo magnetic ions Avitli an intcM veniug non- 
magnetic ion situated eollinearly. This is the usual Ihree ceutiv prohlem re]>r(‘- 
sented by  ^ Tlpi. Since the superexeliangt  ^ (‘fhvt arising out of the
spatial and spin corrt^lation h(*t\\(‘en the electi'otts of the inl(*rv<‘uiug ion has lu'en 
studied in detail in the ])i’(An(MJs ])a])er (1), ni* lijiall consider t^ (^) cN'ctrons of the 
central ion in tbe singh t^ stat«‘ and occu})ying the same* orbital f ,^(i.c in tin*
present analysis. The d  orbital A\av(* functions ol the two electn.ns one from 
each magnetic ions are denoted l>y and ti., respectiv<dy. These will lx* used 
to describe the zeroth order ground states of the four electron syslcuu hi the a]>pro- 
priate ion-core fram- work (.V*' X - In tlie present formalism, only the
ex(‘it(‘d states invoix ing transitions ot tin* cation ele(*trons to (*inpty excited orbitals 
are considered. For the svniin(‘tricai unit under consideration, tin* ajiprojiriati* 
lowest, orbital lias c*ven syninictry and is accordingly repi(‘sent(*d by (/>g (J). 
Including the spin functions with the abov(* spatial orbitals, wi* can construct, 
the following states wliich ar<* tin* (‘igenfunctions of tin* S - op(*rator for tin* four 
electron system :
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Ground states : 
TriqyUt ;
l¥ «
id iw jlet :
Excited states : (Involving single electron transition to (j)g) 
Triplets :
Singlets : _ , _
£xcit6(l state involving two electron transitions to <j>g‘.
Singlet :
I Y 3 >  =  =  i<l>gMeh\
(I)
( )^
(3)
(4)
(f.)
(«)
(7)
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(As before, the square bracket notation denotes the Slater determinants multiplied 
by the ap])ropriate normalizing factor; wo indicate the down spin function by 
j)utting a bar over the orbital and up spin function without a bar)
The Hamiltonian (in atomic units) is taken as (I)
/ /  =  S Hi+  S ^
i t o («)
where / / /  is the one electron operator which contains, in addition to the kinetic 
energy operator, the potential acting on the ?‘th electron due to the three nuclei 
and other electrons except the four under (consideration. There is no point in 
writing the explicit froms of all the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian within 
the manifold described above. We consider those which are elevant to thi*. 
present discussion. The orbitals and <f>Q are orthogonal from symmetry consi­
deration; however, to simplify the calculations the non-orthogonality of others 
will be neglected. The effect of this for and <pg can be included, if the
choice of (f>g warrants it.
In the absence of the feeble direct exchange interactioji between the mag­
netic ions, the diagonal matrix elements of the triplet and singlet; ground states
are degenerate,
I H I V o  >  ^  I / /  I 0 > == E„
The excit/ed state of interest to us in the pres(mt scheme is
< V s l ^ l Y a >  = A «
(9)
(10)
Actually, m'o shall need the explicit form of the difference of Eq«. (10) and (9)) 
i.e.,
AE =  E ^ -E ,
+ l./(«A )+ '^ («2 < 4 o )-2 J (< iA )]+ W A )--K ^ («A )]} (11)
where e(a), K{ab) and J{ab) denote the one electron, coulomb and exchange inte­
grals respectively. A study of the diagonal terms <
etc. and the off diagonal terms < V o l^ l^ ^ i>  < ^ ^ o l^ l V x >  reveals that 
interactions involving single cation electron transition for both singlet and triplet 
states have common dominant terms. Such terms would not, therefore, lead to 
any appreciable singlet triplet splitting up to second order o f perturbation theory. 
Hence, we do not give any detailed considerations for interaction involving single 
electron transition.
The important o f diagonal element in thus :
< ¥ o l ^ l ¥ s >  =  ... (12)
where <ab 1 \ crf> =  J«*(r,)&(r,)l/r„ e*(r )^d{r )^dr,dr .^
This would give rise to a lowering of the singlet ground state onl.v, the depression 
according to second order perturbation being given by :
=  2|<«i<4j!7j2|%?5,> ... (1.1)
For further clarification of the results ohta&ied, wo shall consider the deriva­
tion of the exchange interaction term by the Diijac spin operator method as modi­
fied by Serber (1934). The ground state orbitals for the four ele<^ tron systems 
are {u^u  ^ and for the oxeitod states we have and (0o )^. In boih
the ground and excited states the two electrons occupying are in sii^glet states 
with S value zero. Lei. the spin operators associated with the two electrons of 
•-> —►
the magnetic ions be and respectively. Then for the ground state the vecdors
sum is denoted by +  Tn the excited configuration these two occupy
the same orbital <j>g and hence they must be in the singlet state. Accordingly, 
the effect o f the second order perturbation on the zeroth order ground state can 
be expressed by an effective Hamiltonian d(^ fined by :
<  8 \H,ff\S'> ^ i:< S \ H ,,\ 0> < 0\ H ^ \ S '> l\ E  ... (14)
where is the energy difference between the ground triplet or singlet states
y , ^
and the excited states which corresponds to aS',-] ~  the spin de])endent.
Hamiltonian which is of the following form in the present case
=  constant term
with standing for | gi^  I T)irac identity P,2 =  (1/2)
( l + i l i .  ^ ) .  The factor in Eq. (15) is used as the necessary correction 
in going from non equivalent to equivalent orbitals. In fact, it has
been shown by Anderson (1950) that the transition matrix element must be 
multiplied by VS for each pair of identical orbitals in either configuration which 
do not also appear in the other configuration. Wo introduce a projection operator
which annihilates all states with parallel spin for 1 and 2 i.e. — (1/4)(1 4 8 ,^82)
=  0/ .
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Thus we can write
< aS|/7^1o>  -
]f follows tlion,
H.ff - ... (16)
ll.siii}' th<“ ])roj)(‘rtios of spin operators, it is a t rival matter to prove that l^r/ f^Pyi 
 ^ Oj, - (l/4)(l -4(S'i • jS'a). Eq. (16). therefore, reduces to
Tp,f ^  -  (17)
It can he easily sec'ii that the effect o f tliis operatf»r for the trij)let state (where 
^  1/4) is identically zei’o. However, it redncos tlie energy of the singlet
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state‘ • Xo :i/4) by
(18)
whi(*li is the same expression as K(\ (ill). Thus th(‘ siip(M*(\\chango (effect due to 
the present scheme always favours the aniiferro-magnetic coupling of the spin 
of magnetic ions.
T> T S' 11 S S f () N .AN D F. S T I M A T .r] S
Tn this sect ion, t he relationship of the scheme (‘uvisaged hc‘re with the ])revious 
mechanism (I) will be discussed. We shall also consider certain semi-(|uantitative 
features based on an identification of the orl)it;il 6^ ,^
Foi- a straight forward c(n»i])arison, it is lK‘tte?‘ to write tin* ]>revious result for 
the orbitals considtTed in this paper i.e. treated the
two anion (‘ketrous by the method of semi-lo(‘alized orbitals). Thus for the sym­
metrical case th(‘ second order ]>erturf)ation term, which involves a spin
dependent transition of one of the anion electrons to 0^ ,. drives the effective inter- 
actioji terms as
H%rf (2«. • S,)|^E' (19)
where 1 r/121 energy denominator involved in
this case (F). According to this, the stabilization of the singlet state is thrice as 
much as that of the triplet. The total lowering of the singlet state relative to the 
triplet state owing to both the effects is then given by
2 I < Ui<f>g I f7i2 I W20|7>_1 “ 1 4 1 I |7i2 1 W'1^ 0> | “ 
AE ' ■ AE' (20)
A reasonable estimate of Eq. (18) i.e., the first term of Eq. (20), would of course, 
depend on the choice of (pg which is in conformity with the physical situation exist­
ing in magnetic crystals. In I, we have given a quantitative estimate for MnO; 
it is easier for comparison if we choose the same system for the present purpose.
However, the choi.^e o fa  .V-,, on the oxide ion eentre would not l>e approvriate for 
(j>g in that it w o^uld involve an excessive accuiuulatiou ot ehartte at the intervening 
ion. Furthermore, its nonorthogonalitv with w, and u, ina\’ not l)c ncglif;ihle. 
The jjreatest difficulty lies in having an unainbignons knowledge about the energy 
of this orbital. While the role of this type of empty orbital may be of significance 
in the spm-polarization mechanism involving anion (*lectrons (1). it seems more 
appropriate for the present purimse to consider orbitals constituted out of a linear 
eombination of availalile cation orbitals. As in T, we take the tr-type liybrid- 
dised orbitals from each cation namely y, and Xz- 1“  Hn' presents mechanism, 
the importance of the ground state anion odd orbital enters in virtue of its mixing 
with the odd combination y , —Xz pushing its energy further up. Here, again, 
the appropriate loudest orbital available to us is th«> even orbital.
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t*/ ^  (A'l \-Xz)fV'^ (21)
Fourtunately, the estimate in the previous paper is also based on the above 
orbital. Tn the follow ing, we make a rough estimate wdth the same choice of (j)g. 
Neglecting the overlaji of functions, when their suffixes are dilerent, and using 
real funct.ion, we have
«'.(1)(4„(l)|firnl«2(2)«4,(2) I •' Wi(l)X,(l)|r/„|«.(2)X2(2) ( 22)
Followiucj; the method described in the A]>])endix of 1, we re])lace tlu‘ factors 
and H2X2 iiniforndy charged spheres of radius 1 a.u. each wiili density
(PifPxV' ►‘situated at the appropidate distances deduced from th(‘ obs(?rved inter 
atomic distance. This method of calculation yi(‘lds - 0'^/1.7i2  ^ ^
O.OOd a.u. Although this approximation is likely to underestimate tlic integral, 
it furnishes a rough guidance. We shall, however ])laco reliance in the value 0.01 
a.u. i.e. around 0.25 eV with eonfidenee. This is of the same order of magnitude* 
as the integral occurring in the numerator of the second term
of Eq. (20).
The relevent energy denominator /^ E, expressed in terms ofe// ,^ ^  (Xi+X2)IV^ 
to orders of coulomb integral, is
H 2[A7Aq^o)-^^(^h^^o)]-^^^rA'(xA) -A7wA )J } (23)
Making use of the integrals evaluated in the iwcvious papers (1; and Suiha and 
Koide, 1960), the following order of magnitude assessment is possible.
\K(Xi^o) - E { uM ]  X 0.1 a.u. etc.
The main difficulty remains about the assessment o f one electron terms such as 
[e(yj)—e(Mj)]. If, however, it is taken that the M  shell for the magnetic atoms in
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crystals is extended upto and 4p orbitals when hybrid orbitals are formed 
(Goodenough 1955), then the difference between e(;vi) and e(u )^ etc. will be ex- 
tromely small. On the basis of this, one would arrive at a lower limit of at 
about 0.5 to 0.6 a.u. (i.e. around 15 eV). In case it is underestimated, we shall 
take an upper limit, by including the energy difference between the configurations 
d^ 8 (^D) and From the calculations of Tanabe and Sugano (1954), for
M  electrons in complexes, this is ascertained to be about 12 eV. i.e. around 0,5 
a.u. We shall therefore choose a range for A E from 0.5 a.u. to 2 a.u.
The denominator A-B' for the spin-polarisation effect i.e. second term of Eq. 
(20) was estimated to be of the order of 1 a.u. (See I). It is thus concluded that 
the term due to the present mechanism i.e. 2 | | */AB is at best
(with AB 0.5 a.u.) of the same order of magnitude and at worst (with AB 2.0 
a.u.) 25% of the term due to the previous mechanism 4 <  u^ (j)g | I I ^/^B'.
In either limit, it leads to an appreciable contribution towards antiferromagnetic 
superexchange interaction. In fact, both the mechanisms, the previous (T) and 
the present, favour anti-ferro-magnetic coupling reinforcing each other effectively. 
The role of the empty orbital such as 0  ^ involves juxtaposition of the interactions 
effect owing to the delocalization of the two magnetic ion electrons and their 
spread in this orbital, as well as the correlation effects wherein an anion electron 
makes a spin dependent transition to 0 .^ One can describe the physical situation 
further by stating that the interactions are such that the cation electrons have some 
probability in the vicinity of the anion and the anion electrons at the cation centres 
through the empty orbitals.
The importance of superexchange effects involving singly occupied orbitals 
such as Ui and is, of course, also admitted. The (jontributions due to the cor­
relation effects arising out of the transitions of the two anion electrons to and 
t^ 2 (Nesbet 1958, 1960) and the delocalisation effect involving virtual migration of 
an electron from one magnetic ion to another (Anderson, 1959), seems to be, at. 
best, o f the same order o f magnitude as the terms in Eq. (20).
Since all mechnisms are acting in the same direction, the actual transition 
temperatures observed in such antiferro-magnetic systems are related to the sum 
of these interactions i.e. arising through singly occupied as well as empty orbitals. 
An attempt to derive the integrals so as to fit with the transition tempera­
ture as done by some authors amounts to overemphasising their mechanism.
We, therefore, conclude with the remark that the role o f empty orbitals is 
of considerable importance in superexchange interaction effects and proper 
cognisance ought to be taken for these while studying the spin coupling in such 
magnetic systems.
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